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Atticus Finch Courage in To Kill a
Mockingbird

Harper's novel "Kill Mockingbird" was published in 
1960 and is one of the few American classics that 
won the Pulitzer Prize. Racial discrimination spread 
in many towns of South America in the 1930s was 
presented in a deep image of "killing Robin." There 
are several words in the book, but the real hero is 
the narrator's father, Atticus Finch. He is a man with 
integrity and wisdom. Atticus is not just a person, he 
is a very heroic figure, he has in principle, 
determination, and more importantly the qualities he
teaches to others. 

Kill Robin - 1724 words to kill Robin - kill Robin to kill 
Robin - 436 words - kill the attic room with 998 
words Robin Sphinx to "kill Robin" to "kill Robin" Kill 
Robin with courage - 764 words "Kill Robin." Kill 
imitating birds to kill Robin - 1184 Kill Word Robin: 
Kill imitation birds articles to kill imitation birds 
Articles Calpurnia: In the prejudice of Harper Lee the 
second mother wants to kill one How to kill robin by 
the prejudice of Harper Lee running to kill Robin just 
by killing an anthropomorphic bird using a symbol 
Among the confidences of Harper in killing Robin's 
growth and maturity, more birds Tom Robinson Kill 



Robin Kill Robin And The Importance of Killing Phone 
Conversation Biasing Robin Harper Lee Should Raise 
the Age of Dropout to 18? 
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Atticus Finch in Mockingbird Atticus Finch is a lawyer 
in the town of Maycomb of Harper Lee's novel To Kill 
a Mockingbird's two children Jem and Scout Finch's 
father. He is a man with a wise personality and a 
thoughtful heart. He understands his own ethics and 
will try to help the child grow, succeed, and be 
happy. These people prejudiced throughout the field 
and the majority of their comments were dissatisfied
with the incident and the role of Attikas. Their last 
appearance was that they became the first to climb 
the stairs to the balcony without deliberately 
allowing the population of African Americans to 
proceed. After the final ruling of Robinson case, Bob 
Iwell pulled out two stunts to complain about the 
outcome of the trial. 

The English article "Killing a Robin" about killing 
Robin is a famous celebrity. Prior to Atticus Finch, 
Finch had a customary tradition at landing. And this 
tradition existed from the time Simon Finch died 
home there at home. The custom of tradition is that 
"a man in the family has yet to land at the finch and 
live with cotton." - Why do you kill Robin 
publications? A good reason is that it is a wonderful 
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book about the dignity of the people who connect 
people of all kinds to kill Mockingbird. It helps 
students to understand that the life in the 1930s is 
not completely fair. The lack of humanitarian 
behavior is shocking and arouses the interest of 
some students and increases their knowledge about 
the history of the 1930s by telling stories from a 
child's point of view.
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